Border Closure Exposing Children to Heightened Risk of Trafficking and Exploitation

Summary

In the midst of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is turning away unaccompanied children and asylum seekers at its borders, without first conducting trafficking and other humanitarian screenings required under U.S. law. Although Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has provided very little information about these practices, as of April 7, 2020, at least 350 unaccompanied children—and thousands more asylum seekers—have been summarily returned to Mexico or to their home country to face threats of violence, sexual assault, murder, persecution, and trafficking.¹

KIND learned of 12-year-old and 15-year-old Central American minors who presented themselves alone as unaccompanied children at the United States-Mexico border. They provided their biographic information to CBP; instead of being transferred into the custody of the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) as required by U.S. law², they were expelled back into a dangerous environment in Ciudad Juarez, homeless and on their own until they were connected with child welfare in Juarez.

These actions, which violate laws designed to protect asylum seekers and prevent trafficking—especially of children—are being justified as needed to protect Americans from the spread of COVID-19. But at the border, as everywhere else in the United States, it is the government’s responsibility to both protect people from the spread of disease while continuing to uphold and maintain existing laws and responsibilities. Rather than summarily expelling children from the United States, DHS should be following the best practices identified by public health experts to screen, test, treat, and responsibly quarantine unaccompanied children and asylum seekers, attending to their health and humanitarian needs and legal rights.

How has the government changed its practices at the border in response to COVID-19?

On March 20, 2020, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), published an interim regulation³ allowing the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to issue an order⁴ suspending entry of individuals to the United States if they are arriving from a country where a
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known infectious disease is circulating. The order is based on a provision of the 1944 Public Health Service Act designed to address temporary suspensions of entry, such as quarantine and isolation in situations where they are suspected to carry a contagious disease. This law has never been used as a substitute for immigration enforcement, nor is there any basis for using it to expel people.\(^5\) Nonetheless, the CDC issued an order authorizing DHS to prevent the entry of “covered aliens,” which it defines as people seeking admission to the United States who do not have proper paperwork.

Though DHS authorized CBP to designate further categories of essential travel and make exceptions on a case-by-case basis, neither a March 24 DHS order\(^6\) nor operational CBP guidance\(^7\) exempts unaccompanied children from the CDC order’s restrictions. In short, unaccompanied children and asylum seekers seeking protection—those most in need of exception to the restrictions—are the only ones subject to them. Media reports that, as of April 8, DHS may already have expelled over 350 unaccompanied children without proper screenings, placement into immigration court proceedings, or referrals to ORR.\(^8\)

**How does the border closure violate U.S. law and further place unaccompanied children at risk for trafficking?**

Mexico to date has generally agreed to accept expulsions from the United States with few limitations, but has refused to accept unaccompanied children.\(^9\) In response, CBP devised a new category of children to be able to turn back children.\(^10\) Under the newly created category, CBP can return a child to Mexico as long as they are accompanied by an adult. Leaked guidance\(^11\) does not provide any instruction to CBP officers or agents on what, if any, screening should be done to verify familial relationship or confirm the adult with the child is a safe person for the child to be with.

The new order ignores laws that specifically require the U.S. government to screen children for trafficking or other harms, and to screen anyone who expresses a fear of persecution or torture. First, under the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act (TVPRA) of 2008,\(^12\) when the U.S. government encounters an unaccompanied child seeking to enter the United States, it must conduct appropriate screening to determine whether the child is at risk of trafficking or fears return to their home country. It also requires that DHS transfer unaccompanied children from non-contiguous countries into the care and custody of ORR, as well as unaccompanied children from contiguous countries who are at risk of trafficking, fear return, or are unable to make an independent decision about withdrawing their application for admission. All of these children must be placed into full
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immigration court proceedings so they have an opportunity to be screened by a social worker and a lawyer, and have their case heard before an immigration judge.

Second, leaked CBP memos guiding how agents and officers should implement the new protocols indicate that CBP guidance has invented the new term “unaccompanied juvenile,” to bypass the existing definition of an “unaccompanied alien child” in the Homeland Security Act of 2002 and its corresponding legal obligations.

By using the newly invented category (which does not appear anywhere else in federal law) “unaccompanied juvenile” CBP is summarily expelling children under the pretext of returning family units. To KIND’s knowledge, at present the U.S. government is not performing any screenings to determine whether adults arriving with these children are their family members. By foregoing TVPRA-mandated screenings and summarily expelling these arriving individuals as a unit, U.S. officials will fail to detect children who are being trafficked and may place children at risk of remaining in their trafficking situation or being exploited.

Third, U.S. law and international treaty obligations require the government to permit anyone in the United States, regardless of status, to apply for asylum. Moreover, the government may not return a person to a country where it is more likely than not that he or she will suffer persecution or torture. The new order allows the government to circumvent all of these requirements in the guise of public health, contravening Congress’s specific intent to protect unaccompanied children from human trafficking, persecution, and torture.

**Is there a way for the United States to respond to the public health crisis while continuing to protect unaccompanied children?**

The United States, like all countries, must do its part based on scientific knowledge, empirical evidence, and effective policies to ensure that its people are protected from the global pandemic, while also abiding by its own existing laws and humanitarian obligations. These are not conflicting or mutually exclusive goals as many existing U.S. and humanitarian laws were created in response to assisting those facing natural disasters, unrest, and strife.

Public health experts, along with the United Nations Refugees Agency (UNHCR), have urged the Trump Administration to practice appropriate testing, screening, and other measures, such as temporary quarantines, to prevent the spread of COVID-19 while still conducting the legally required measures to
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protect children and others from trafficking, persecution, and torture. With proper screening and monitoring, unaccompanied children can be safely permitted to enter the United States and reunited with family while their case for humanitarian protection proceeds before a court, minimizing the risk of transmission of illness through the same public health practices recommended for all Americans.

Is the order to turn back unaccompanied children inconsistent with the Trump Administration’s anti-trafficking priorities?

By turning children away, the Trump Administration is also violating its own public determination to end human trafficking. The pandemic is worsening factors that can lead to trafficking, including lack of education, violence, unemployment, and poverty. Those who exploit human misery do not pause in the face of crises, and in fact, experts note that trafficking and other abuses often increase in times when people are most desperate and vulnerable. Whether children are summarily turned around at the Mexican border to live in dangerous and substandard conditions or sent back to their home country without a determination if they will be safe, all the reasons they fled will face them again, compounded by the dangers and deprivations brought on by the economic and humanitarian crisis caused by COVID-19.

At the end of the day, the United States response to a global pandemic will be measured in how our country responded and protected the most vulnerable during a difficult time. The United States is a compassionate nation, but the Administration is capitalizing on this terrible event to further its political goals. We cannot let fear and panic eliminate legal obligations that would set a dangerous precedent leaders can exploit for their own political goals. The Trump Administration must respect the protective measures Congress put into law to protect these vulnerable children from human trafficking. We can keep our country—and those in need of our protection—safe and uphold our fundamental principles as Americans.
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